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1. Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that humor is one of our most essential resources 

which are beneficial both to individual relationships and to social harmony. Different 

people from different cultures generate, experience and analyze humor differently, 

and to some extent, the events we experience are also variously interpreted because 

of our multiple social, cultural and economic backgrounds. Even if we appreciate 

humor in the same way, the epistemic understanding of humor would be distinct 

with regard to various communicative objectives. Usually we do not keep our 

humorous events secret. Instead, we note them down and discuss them with 

acquaintances and specialists from different perspectives. 

English humor and Chinese cross talk are two alternative ways to embody 

humorous means in people’s social communication in both cultures. According to 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (new edition) and The Cambridge 

Encyclopedia of Language, humor reflects the satisfied feeling of people when they 

laugh at themselves as well as the social structure created by them. It refers to an 

ability to understand and enjoy what is funny and what makes people laugh as well 

as the quality of causing amusement. Different people have different explanations of 

humor, however, it is obvious that humor refers to everything funny that people 

communicate or act and makes people laugh in human social interactions. Most of 

the humor and laughter that we experience in our daily lives arises spontaneously in 

the course of our normal relations with other people  (Martin and Kuiper, 1999). 

The same is true of Chinese cross talk.

Cross talk is the art of language. What attracts many audiences is its basis - 

humorous language - which is also the condition and motive force for cross talk to 

develop. The style of cross talk language, in a nutshell, is humorous and changeable 

(Wang, 1961). According to the definition from Modern Chinese Dictionary,1

  1 Modern Chinese Dictionary is, the first normative Chinese dictionary in China, compiled by the 

Linguistic Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and published by the Commercial 
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Chinese cross talk is a kind of traditional Chinese folk art, which was formed in the 

middle of the Qing Dynasty and has become popular throughout the whole China 

until now. It has a certain relationship with folk jokes and the popular next-door 

drama (a kind of oral technique) in Ming and Qing dynasties. There are three kinds 

of performances: single talk performance (single person), cross talk performance 

(within two people), and group talk performance (within three or more people). In 

the present study, we mainly focus on cross talk performance within two actors, in 

which the speaker is mainly responsible for making people laugh with funny words, 

and the recipient is the cooperator who makes people laugh, too, by means of words 

or expressions. Based on the above-mentioned concept, we will also find out the 

differences between English humor and Chinese cross talk, and the factors 

contributing to those differences, and afterwards explore an appropriate way to 

explain them and achieve certain objectives of social interactions by making a 

comparison of English humor and Chinese cross talk through the theory of 

epistemics.

Western linguistic study on the theory of humor began from the ancient Greek 

era. The academic development of its theory has gone through ancient Greece, the 

Latin period, the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the modern times. Until modern 

times its study has been improved and promoted continuously and diversely from 

many fields, such as anthropology, philosophy, literature, linguistics, and psychology. 

Modern theories of humor have occupied a major position in subsequent studies, 

such as incongruity theories, the hostility theory and release theory. 

Chinese research in this field is comparatively behind western study. Domestic 

study of cross talk began in the 1960s, and scholars began to pay more attention to 

its humorous features. The humorous language of cross talk can especially reflect the 

times of language development. After reviewing the literature based on CNKI (China 

National Knowledge Infrastructure) database, we find that 1989 is a watershed in the 

Press. Its characteristics are standardization,  and practicability. It plays an important role in the construction 

of socialist culture and enjoys a high reputation at home and abroad. 
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history of research. Before 1989, the literature on cross talk in China mostly talked 

about cross talk from the perspective of quyi (Chinese folk art forms, including 

cross talk), such as the interpretation of cross talk names (Hou, et al., 1980) and 

Hou Baolin’s (the Master of Chinese cross talk) cross talk language (Pan, 1987). 

Although Chen (1984) discussed the national characteristics of Chinese humor from 

three aspects: the tradition of criticizing the current shortcomings while with less 

entertainment; paying attention to the psychology of literature and art while 

deliberately pursuing the continuous progression; and grasping the implicit and clear 

dialectics appropriately; what the author raised was to attract more attention in this 

domain, that research has not been systematized yet.

Recently, especially at the end of the 1980s, many scholars in linguistic circles 

began to study the humorous language of cross talk from different fields, including 

pragmatics, cognitive study, teaching methodology, rhetorics, and logic research, as 

well as combining some of them together.

The research questions of the current study is as follows: 1) what are the 

triggering factors causing the differences between English humor and Chinese cross 

talk? 2) Is it possible to find an appropriate way to explain these factors? 3) What 

final objectives of social interactions will be achieved? Unlike previous studies, our 

initial assumption is that English humor and Chinese cross talk would be studied 

through epistemics in an attempt to answer the above research questions.

2. Literature review

2.1 Western linguistic research on humor

The earliest research of the theory of humor can be traced back to the ancient 

Greek era. With the development of the times, the theory of humor has been 

constantly enriched and developed, varying from anthropology, philosophy, literature, 
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linguistics, to psychology, etc..

In ancient Greece, Plato (427-347 BC) is the first scholar to investigate the 

theories of humor (Piddington, 1933; Morreal, 1987). Plato proposes that humor is a 

prototype perceiving two contrasting feeling (Keith-Spiegel, 1972). Aristotle (384-322 

BC) defines comedy as an imitation of men who is worse than average (Attardo, 

1994). Lanza (1987) points out that his definition is more about humor than 

comedy. 

Due to the great influence by the Greek civilization, the Latins were influenced 

great by Greak scholars on humor. Cicero (106-43 BC) propounds five 

humor-related questions in the De Oratore (IILVIII-LXII): 1) what humor is, 2) 

where it comes from, 3) if it is fitting for the orator to use humor, 4) to what extent 

it is fitting, and 5) what the genres of humor are (Attardo, 1994). Quintilian (ca 35- 

ca 100 AD) discusses humor from the perspective of the art of oratory and he exerts 

his attention to the appropriate usage of humor which can relax the mind. The 

Middle Ages are the “dark ages” for the history of humor theory, for one scholar 

called John Tzetzes (1110-1185?) wrote comic poetry.

The Renaissance identifies the history of humor with that of the interpretation of 

Aristotle’s Poetics. From the chronological perspective, our attention is mainly paid 

by the Italian scholars, for they make the best of theories on humor and comedy by 

Aristotle. Although these authors’ works are deeply rooted in the imitation of 

Renaissance works, they also contain some innovative thoughts and ideas. Modern 

approaches to humor theory are classified into three groups: incongruity theories, 

hostility/disparagement theory, and release theory (Raskin, 1985).

Incongruity theories

  The first and most influential scholars in connection with incongruity theories of 

humor are Kant (1724-1804) and Schopenhauer (1788-1860) (Morreall, 1987). Kant’s 

definition of laughter as follows “Laughter is an affection arising from sudden 

transformation of a strained expectation into nothing” (Kant Critique of Judgement, 
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(1790), quoted in Morreall (1987)). Schopenhauer’s definition reads: “The cause of 

laughter in every case is simply the sudden perception of the incongruity between a 

concept and the real objects which have been thought through it in some relation, 

and laughter itself is just the expression of this incongruity.” (Schopenhauer, 1819, 

quoted in Morreall, 1987). Many other scholars think that it is not the incongruity 

itself that is ridiculous, but the solution to the superficial incongruity that makes a 

scene ridiculous. Incongruity theories are often combined with other theories, the 

hostility theory.

The hostility theory

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) presents that laughter derives from a sense of 

superiority of the laughter to some object (what is “the butt of the joke”) (Attardo, 

1994). Humor is taken advantage of to correct deviant behaviors in society.

Release theory

Release theory has clear physiological or psycho-physiological implications, and it 

regards laughter as a release of tension and depression caused by social constraints. 

Freud is the main representative of the release theory of humor. 

Since the 1980s, the study of humor theory has occupied an important position from 

the perspective of linguistics. The main representative theories are Raskin’s semantic 

script theory of humor (SSTH) (1979), general theory of verbal humor (GTVH) by 

Attardo and Raskin (1991) and relevance theory by Sperber and Wilson (2001).

To sum up, previous studies claimed that the study of humor can be traced back 

to the ancient Greek era until Modern times. Although the theory of humor has been 

constantly studied and developed, three families of theories are frequently adopted 

later to study humor, incongruity theories, the hostility theory and release theory. 

However, it is still not clear whether humor will be analysed through epistemics and 

whether Chinese cross talk is the same.
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2.2 The linguistic study of Chinese cross talk

  The language that can produce humorous and funny effect in cross talk or make 

people laugh through absurd and amusing language is called cross talk humorous 

language (Xue, 1982). Many systematic studies in China have paid much more 

attention to the humorous language of Chinese cross talk; foreign research on the 

domain is comparatively rare on account of language differences. This present part 

seeks to examine the periodical papers on the linguistic study of Chinese cross talk 

within the domestic scope. Based on CNKI database from 1955 to 2019, there are 

3912 articles with cross talk as the theme, in which 473 articles do research on 

cross talk language with various aspects of research, only some of which are related 

to the linguistic study of Chinese cross talk (Wang, 1961; Chen, 1984; Su, 1986; 

Pan, 1987; Li, 1987). It was in early 1961 that Wang (1961) describes the 

characteristics, construction and analysis of Chinese cross talk. The fact that Chinese 

cross talk is a form of baggage is also put great emphasis in his study. However, 

those studies have not formed a certain theoretical and systematic study. It was from 

the late 1980s to the early 1990s that the academic linguistic study of Chinese cross 

talk language began to flourish. There are 90 articles with cross talk language study 

as its theme, which mainly focus on the following aspects: pragmatics (with 32 

articles), cognitive research (14 articles), teaching aspect (14 ones), rhetoric study 

(12 ones) and logic study (3 ones) based on CNKI database.

  A series of papers have analyzed the humorous language of Chinese cross talk from 

pragmatic theories, accounting for 36% (32 out of 90) of the studies, such as 

cooperative principle, conversational implicature, politeness theory, politeness principle, 

relevance theory, deixis, presupposition, etc. (Chi, 1996; Wang, 2006; Wu, 2007; Hu, 

2011; Sun, 2014; Wang, 2018 ). In CNKI database, the earliest pragmatic study of 

Chinese cross talk is explicated through the relationship between cross talk baggage 

and pragmatic presupposition as well as implicature falsity (Chi, 1996).  Afterwards, 

Chi (1997) analyzes the internal mechanism of cross talk’s baggage construction based 

on the theory of cooperative principle and conversational implicature. 
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  There have also been many studies analysing Chinese cross talk humorous langage 

from cognitive aspects in our data, accounting for 16% (14 out of 90). The earliest 

cognitive study of Chinese cross talk is from the perspective of prototype structure 

of cognitive context (Peng, 2007). Drawing support from the fact that there are three 

kinds of information stored in memory: logical information, encyclopediac 

information and lexical information (Sperber & Wilson, 2001; He, 1997), it dissects 

that the construction of cross talk baggage makes full use of the prototype effect of 

cognitive context with the above information. Hu (2011) analyzes the dynamic 

meaning construction of verbal humor in Chinese cross talk by means of Fauconnier 

and Turner’s conceptual blending theory and it includes four main networks of 

conceptual blending: simplex networks, mirror networks, single-scope networks, and 

double-scope networks, which play a role in understanding cross talk humorous 

language with the audience’s original knowledge structure.

  The teaching study of Chinese cross talk accounts for approximately 16% of the 

instances in our data (14 out of 90). The comparatively authoritative researches 

relating to teaching mainly analyze the exploration of integrating cross talk art into 

classroom teaching as well as describing its characteristics (Huang, 2014; Li et al., 

2017; Li, 2014). For example, Li et al. (2017) analyze the characteristics of cross 

talk language, including vividness, popularity and rich language. They also integrate 

the art of Chinese cross talk performance into college classroom teaching by means 

of preliminary remarks and pre-class reviews, paving the way steadily and 

curriculum introduction, three turns and four shakes and highlighting key points, and 

resounding baggage and summarization after comparing the connections and 

differences between them. Finally, they put forward some problems when integrating 

cross talk into college classroom teaching. They also elucidate that for one thing, 

teachers will develop their professional ability and academic level through absorbing 

the essence of cross talk and infiltrating it into our daily work; for another, 

resonable integration of cross talk performance art in college classroom teaching can 

effectively stimulate students’ interest in learning, improve the quality of teaching, 
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and obtain a sense of teaching achievement. 

  Using rhetoric study in order to dissect Chinese cross talk is the fourth aspect we 

identified in our data, accounting for 13% of the total articles (12 out of 90). 

According to CNKI database, the earliest rhetoric study on cross talk was Ni’s 

(1993) brief discussion on the importance of positive rhetoric in enhancing the 

expressive effect of cross talk language. In the rhetoric study of cross talk 

afterwards, the most downloaded article is Li’s study on the rhetoric art of cross talk 

language in 2012. As one of the important means to organize baggage, Li (2012) 

has analyzed the common methods of deconstruction and defamiliarization in cross 

talk language. 

  Fang’s (2015) study is also from the rhetoric aspect, in which Fang applies zero 

deviation theory by taking language materials from Chinese cross talk to analyze the 

hidden derivation form in the language and makes full use of the approach of 

rhetorics to elaborate cross talk in detail. The study mainly uses the theory of zero 

degree deviation to analyze Guo Degang’s (a famous Chinese cross talk actor) cross 

talk texts from the perspectives of language convention deviation, language thinking 

logic deviation and communication principle deviation, and finds out the way in 

which Guo Degang’s cross talk produces humor.

  Although relatively rare and only occurring, these articles represent an important 

research phase of Chinese cross talk, among which the earliest one is Su’s (1989) 

research. Su (1989) interprets that one of the most important ways to organize cross 

talk is to use formal logic knowledge, intentionally making use of logical errors to 

make the audience, unconsciously and seemingly consciously, feel unexpectedly 

humorous and laugh heartily when the baggage is unfolded. The subsequent 

illustrations analyze some classic selections of cross talk through two concepts in 

logic: one is to violate the logical requirements of rule of identity in order to 

achieve the function of criticism and satire; the other is to use contrastive position 

reasoning to extrapolate that if speech does not conform to logic, it will bring 

unhappiness to communication exchange. Su’s research has laid a good foundation 
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for the future study of cross talk from the perspective of logic.

In the process of literature review, some literatures synthesize the above research 

methods. Xiang’s research (2014) is an example. Firstly, Xiang (2014) classifies the 

taboos in Guo Degang's cross talk language into three categories from semantic 

aspect: taboos with evil associative meaning (death, disease); taboos with shameful 

associative meaning (nakedness and sex, human excretion); taboos with contrary 

associative meaning (name, appellation, regarding people as alien abusive words). 

Next, the presentation of taboos is analyzed from three respects, namely semantics, 

rhetoric and pragmatics. It includes rhetoric presentation and presupposition 

presentation. The research concludes that rhetoric presentation focuses on the 

linguistic form of taboos from the perspective of rhetoric, while presupposition 

presentation mainly focuses on the pragmatic analysis, focusing on the use of taboos 

in a context, especially in a certain context. Moreover, the presentation of the same 

taboo may involve the comprehensive use of many ways, among which 

presupposition is the most common one, and it may include two other ways of 

presentation. Finally, the paper deals with the pragmatic functions and humorous 

strategies on the basis of implicitly and skillfully violating politeness theory. 

   

2.3 The domestic literature review of English humor

  Based on CNKI database from 1982 to 2019, there are 786 articles with English 

humor as the theme, including 627 journal articles and 157 dissertations. According 

to the general trend distribution of articles published on English humor from 1982 

to 2019 from CNKI database, we can see that the earliest research on English 

humor began in 1982 (1 article). By 1998, the number of articles had risen to 9, 

reaching a small peak. The second small peak appeared in 2003 (19 articles). After 

that, people’s enthusiasm for this research had declined. Until 2006 (38 articles), it 

marked the further sublimation of scholars’ research. The peak time was in 2009 (58 

articles) again. Since then, the study of English humor has slowly declined, until 
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2015 (31 articles) saw another small peak. The literature review of English humor 

will be classified into three periods, the one before 2001, during the period from 

2001 to 2011, the one after 2011 until now.

  The earliest article related to English Humor at home is from Ding (1982). Ding 

(1982) presents the definition, categories of English ambiguity and its relationship 

with foreign language teaching. As for the definition, it means a word or a sentence 

has more than two interpretations. Ambiguity is not only an important basis of 

English language humor, but also its primary feature (Lv, 1984). Lv (1984) continues 

to study ambiguity from phonetics, vocabulary and sentence. Afterwards, Lv (1984) 

analyzes the linguistic features of English humor from several different perspectives, 

including surface structure and deep structure, sentence with implication.

  It was in 1987 that Liu (1987) began the study on the generation of English 

humor from the perspective of cooperative principle, which marks the beginning of 

the linguistic study of English humor. Based on that, Lv (1988) also discusses 

English humor from different pragmatic perspectives, such as conversational 

implicature, deixis, presupposition, and speech acts. 

It is the first time for Mao (1992) to discuss the translatability and untranslatability 

of English humorous language from the perspective of translation, in which he 

quotes that “As for the translation of English humorous language, some people in 

the domestic translation circle once lamented that it was no less difficult than 

translating poetry, and sometimes it could not be translated (see Collection of 

Translation Studies Papers, 1984).” Du (1994) further depicts the problems that must 

be paid attention to in translating jokes and humors due to their uniqueness, and that 

students should keep it in mind that reading and translating jokes and humors play 

an important role in promoting their English learning ability.

  From the teaching point of view, the earliest researcher to discuss English humor 

is Zhang (1994), who presents how to teach English grammar humorously according 

to the characteristics of English grammar class and its teaching effects. Han (1996) 

first made some analysis and discussion on the combination of humor and English 
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rhetoric. After 1996, the linguistic study of English humor began to develop from 

various fields: pragmatics, cognitive linguistics, rhetoric, logic and teaching. In 

particular, it is worth mentioning that researchers Wang and Lin (2011) have done 

a ten-year review of domestic language humor studies (2001-2010). Firstly, they 

made a review of the research on linguistic humor in China in the past ten years 

from 2001 to 2010 by comparing distribution of research papers on linguistic humor 

in major foreign language journals and monographs and papers on the distribution of 

research results on linguistic humor so as to summarize its current research situation 

and main research directions in China. Secondly, they summarize the research from 

different fields. From the perspective of pragmatics, they point out that early 

research frameworks of English humor include cooperative principle, presupposition, 

politeness principle, context theory and speech act (Gao, 2001; Wang, 2002; Li, 

2002; Liang, 2004; Liu, Xiong, 2003; Wang, Yan, 2004; Huang, 2004; Liu, 2008). 

Recent studies have mainly focused on memetics and pragmatic strategies (Li, 2008; 

Fang, 2010); and some researchers have synthesized various pragmatic theories to 

discuss linguistic humor (He, 2003; Jiang, Liao, 2005). 

  From the perspective of cognitive linguistics, researchers have been exploring the 

linguistic cognitive mechanism of humor with the development of cognitive 

linguistics (Jiang, 2003; Liu, 2006; Jiang, 2007; Wei, 2009). Rhetoric always pays 

attention to the effect of language use (Shi, 2000; Gao, 2006). Linguistic logic pays 

attention to the logical deviation of humor in everyday conversation and cross talk 

(Jiang, 2006; Sun, 2009).

  From 2011 until 2019, 245 articles with the theme of English humor appeared 

with 13 ones included in the domestically recognized kernel journals in CNKI. 

These articles are mainly concerned with the combination of the following fields 

with English humor. Zhao and Wang (2011) analyze some humorous fragments in 

the play from the perspective of cooperative principle, presupposition and relevance 

theory in pragmatics. 

From the perspective of cross-cultural communication, Zhang (2012) points that 
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intertextuality is one of the characteristics of humorous discourses. The intertextual 

genre and the content of intertextuality are considered when studied with English 

humor. The former contains genre-based intertextual humor with changing the 

subject of communication and genre-based intertextual humor with changing 

communication purpose; the latter covers intertextual humor with alternative 

explanatory precedents, intertextual humor based on precedent background and 

intertextual humor of imitating precedent structure.

As for English teaching, Shi (2013) puts forward four aspects as the conception 

of the curriculum design of English humor analysis: firstly, make a good choice of 

English humor text materials; secondly, emphasize the importance of studying 

English humor theories; thirdly, properly design classroom teaching and after-school 

activities; fourthly, make assessments and evaluation methods. Jiang (2015) exerts a 

great importance on the value of English humor appreciation in English teaching, 

including eliminating the strangeness between teachers and students, and approaching 

the psychological distance between them; making students more relaxed in class, full 

of creativity; promoting students to further master knowledge; and helping students 

increase interest in English.

With many English-speaking countries having introduced films, TV dramas and 

sitcom into China, the corresponding subtitle translation has gradually become an 

important part of communication, Wu (2018), guided by Skopos theory, explores the 

subtitle translation of humorous expressions in sitcom of English-speaking countries, 

and summarizes its translation strategies and translation skills, which include that 

textual humor translation can be directly translated or annotated; humorous subtitle 

translation could be combined with popular language of the times; and humorous 

subtitle translation also could be together with prescribed situations and characters.

Taken together, the previous studies showed that English humor and Chinese cross 

talk have been progressed and provided lots of original views. However, some 

limitations gradually show themselves. First of all, it is acknowledged that English 

humor and Chinese cross talk have been investigated from the above approaches; the 
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existing researches do not pay much attention to the epistemic aspect. Secondly, the 

past researches have not discussed the following questions from the approach of 

epistemics: (1) What are the triggering factors causing the differences between 

English humor and Chinese cross talk? (2) Is it possible to find an appropriate way 

to explain these factors? (3) What final objectives of social interactions will be 

achieved? Thirdly, in addition to the above points, the present research is going to 

compare both English humor and Chinese cross talk according to epistemics. In 

comparison between English humor and Chinese cross talk humorous language, we 

must be cautious that simple transplantation is unscientific and difficult to practice. 

What our present paper concerns is that we want to find out the significant of cross 

talk based on Chinese reality and Western humor based on epistemics. Lastly, the 

data of previous studies are mostly from oral humor and modern Chinese cross talk, 

as for the classic data, they are less concerned. For that reason, we will discuss the 

classic data both from English humor and from Chinese cross talk.

  Three turns and four shakes, Chinese cross talk terminology, is one of the means 

to organize the baggage. During cross talk performances, actors create an atmosphere 

for character stories through repeated paving and foiling to render and shake off the 

baggage to produce jokes. Numbers three and four make a general reference.

3. Epistemics

3.1 Background

  In human social interactions, knowledge exerts an indispensable role in 

communication with speakers and recipients as well as delivering information each 

other. For a long time, social psychologists and sociologists have believed that 

mutual action and joint understandings in communication depend on the 

communicating partners’ abilities to recognize what both of them know about the 

world and to match actions and understandings with that recognition (Mead,  1934; 
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Schütz, 1962; Garfinkel, 1967; Clark, 1996; Enfield, 2006; Tomasello, 2008).

  There are two streams of research, one of which focuses on moment-to-moment 

management of information states; the other stream emphasizes the epistemic 

background of utterances, especially, the influence of this background on how 

utterances are comprehended (Heritage, 2013). Early in the 1980s ‘false-belief’ was 

used in systematic psychology (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). From linguistic 

perspective, it is investigated that how speakers use various linguistics to deliver a 

proposition of their assertions with epistemic modality and evidentiality (Chafe & 

Nichols, 1986; Egan & Weatherson, 2011; Lyons, 1977; Palmer, 2001). With the 

consensus getting more and more attention, the sociological significance of 

epistemics is highlighted that knowledge is socially distributed (Berger & Luckmann, 

1967; Schütz, 1962).

  The earliest research on epistemics from the perspective of conversation analysis 

came from various researchers (Terasaki, 2004[1976]; Goodwin, 1979; Heritage, 

1984). For example, Terasaki’s (1976) research studies sequence organization in 

which speakers and recipients intend to proclaim meaningful news (Maynard, 2003). 

Terasaki concludes that speakers and recipients have a vivid, real-time and 

forward-looking orientation of the distribution of knowledge in social interaction. 

Heritage (1984) claimed the similar voice by investigating how “oh” acknowledges 

the transmission and provision of information in order to show that what the prior 

speaker has expressed is informative to the recipient. The above researches present 

that speakers and recipients have a strong orientation to the prospect, current 

situation and review of information dissemination. Therefore, if the first stream of 

research shows solicitude for moment-to-moment management of information states, 

the second stream follows with interest the effect of epistemic background on 

utterances of speakers and recipients.

  Academic progress was still improving. Labov and Fanshel (1977) first proposed 

the definition of territories of knowledge or epistemic domains: A-events (Known to 

A, but not to B); B-events (Known to B, but not to A); AB-events (Known to both 
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A and B); O-event (Known to everyone present) and D-events (Known to be 

disputable). The above is used to separate incidents A and B (what is known to A 

is unknown to B; what is known to B is unknown to A). In 1980 Pomerantz’s two 

types of knowledge were distinguished: Type 1 knowledge and Type 2 knowledge. 

As for Type 1 knowledge, it is firsthand or directly experienced; while Type 2 

knowledge is secondhand or indirectly experienced.

3.2 Epistemics

  By combining previous studies of Labov and Fanshel (1977), Pomerantz (1980) 

and Kamio (1997), John Heritage puts forth the notion of epistemic status and 

epistemic stance. The notion of epistemic status means that speakers A and B have 

their different territories of information, and that any information belongs to them 

respectively with different degrees, that is why both speakers A and B occupy 

different positions on an epistemic gradient (from more knowledgeable (K+) to less 

knowledgeable (K-)), which may differ in slope from shallow to deep (Heritage, 

2010, 2012a; Heritage & Raymond, 2012). This relative positioning is called 

epistemic status. Although it is difficult for people to describe epistemic status 

relative to one another, Labov and Fanshel (1977) explicitly recognized, “the 

thoughts, feelings, experiences, hopes and expectations of persons are generally 

treated as theirs to know and describe” (Heritage, 2011; Sacks, 1984). For example, 

people are commonly admitted that they know more about their own friends, jobs, 

families than others. Therefore, epistemic status embraces what is known, how it is 

known (through what method, with what degree of definiteness, etc.) and persons’ 

rights, responsibilities and obligations to know it (Heritage, 2013).

  From the perspective of epistemic domain, we can see that epistemic status is 

relatively stable, while, epistemic stance is completely different in that it has a 

bearing on moment-by-moment expression of the epistemic status, which is realized 

through turn designs, i.e. through different grammatical sentence patterns of 
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propositional content. Here are the classical examples (Heritage, 2013).

Are you married?

You’re married, aren’t you?

You’re married.

  The contents of the above sentences have the same proposition, but the epistemic 

stance is completely different. From (1) to (3) the likelihood that the recipient is 

married is more and more affirmative. As for (1), it is an interrogative syntax. The 

recipient does not know whether the speaker is married or not, therefore, the 

sentence is adopted to function as a question. The second one ends up with a tag 

question, expressing certain livelihood that the speaker is married. The third one is 

a declarative syntax, illustrating absolute knowledge about the fact that the recipient 

is married. While taking an “unknowing” epistemic stance (as in (1)) invites 

elaboration and projects the possibility of sequence expansion, the more “knowing” 

formats represented by (2) and (3) tend to invite confirmation and sequence closure 

(Heritage, 2010; Heritage & Raymond, 2012; Raymond, 2010). It is worth 

mentioning that the last sentence is mainly used “when the speaker has already been 

told (or independently knows) the information and seeks to confirm or reconfirm it, 

or alternatively to convey inferences, assumptions, or other kinds of ‘best guesses’” 

(Raymond, 2010; Stivers, 2010; Turner, 2008).

Figure 1. Epistemic stance of (1) - (3) represented in terms of epistemic gradient
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  Based on the above figure, it can be concluded that when the speaker and the 

recipient communicate on the same topic, they have different familiarity with the 

topic, which will be reflected in the different syntactic structures adopted by the 

speaker in communication. The use of interrogative syntax indicates that the speaker 

wants to confirm what he/she knows through the form of interrogation. At this time, 

the speaker stays at the bottom of the state of knowledge/less knowledgeable (K-) 

while the recipient belongs to the top position/more knowledgeable (K+). The 

epistemic gradient between them is the steepest. The adoption of tag question shows 

that the speaker has some evidence of the topic to prove that he/she has already 

known some information, which draws the epistemic gradient between the speaker 

and the recipient closer. The epistemic gradient is not as steep as that of 

interrogative syntax. As a means of inquiry, declarative sentences show the speaker’s 

absolute mastery of the information he/she wants to know. What he/she exposes is 

to show that he/she is more knowledgeable than the recipient and the final objective 

of their communication is to maintain a harmonious relationship between each other. 

Therefore, the epistemic gradient is shallower than the two others.

4. Epistemics and action formation
  

  By reviewing a large number of grammatical syntax, it can be concluded that 

epistemic status plays a decisive role in determining what social actions are through 

explaining their status, as shown in the following Table 1 (Heritage, 2013).

　

　

K+ epistemic status 

(within speaker’s epistemic   

domain)

K- epistemic status 

(not within speaker’s   

epistemic domain)

Turn

Design

Action interpretation

(Given the “known in common” epistemic status of speaker 
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Table 1. Epistemics and action formation (Heritage, 2013)

  Action formation refers to the practices of talk and other behaviors, which are 

caused by the generation of a recognizable action by recipients (Schegloff, 2007). 

Speakers and recipients share a great deal of knowledge concerning each other’s 

epistemic status, especially background knowledge, which is closely related to 

epistemic status, exerts an important influence on the generation and recognition of 

action. In the present study, we mainly talk about two basic forms of action: 

whether what the speaker is expressed is to be heard as an assertion or as a inquiry 

of information by means of different turn designs with comparative illustrations of 

both English humor and Chinese cross talk, especially inspecting whether it is within 

the speaker’s epistemic status or not. If the speaker asserts something, he/she is at 

K+ epistemic status, which is within his/her epistemic domain; on the contrary, if 

the speaker inquires something, he/she is at K- epistemic status, which is without 

his/her epistemic domain.

Feature and recipient relative to the targeted state of affairs)

Declarative

syntax
Informing

“Declarative/B-event

Question”

Declarative

syntax with

final rising

intonation

“Continuing” “Questioning”

Tag

questions

“Mobilizing support for an

Assertion”
“Seeking Confirmation”

Negative

Interrogative

syntax

“Asserting Information” “Requesting Information”

Interrogative

syntax

“Pre-informing question”

Request for Information“Known answer question”

“Rhetorical question”
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4.1 Declarative syntax

  According to the above table (Heritage, 2013), given the “known in common” 

epistemic status of speaker and recipient relative to the targeted state of affairs, 

declarative syntax functions as two actions: when the speaker is at K+ epistemic 

status, declarative sentence is informing something to the recipient; when the speaker 

is at K- epistemic status, although declarative sentence is declarative, which needs 

recipient’s further illustration.

(4) Positive attitude

(A friend of mine who had just celebrated a wedding anniversary was 

complaining to another fellow.)

Speaker: When I first got married, I’d come home and my wife would bring me 

the paper and the dog would run around barking at me. After ten years now, things 

have changed a bit. The dog brings me the paper and my wife barks at me. 

Recipient: What are you complaining about? You’re getting the same service.

(Iapoce, 1988: 190)

In this example, the information provided in every sentence of the speaker 

belongs to his epistemic domain, which includes the speaker’s marital status, family 

and relatives. What he reveals is that he is more knowledgeable (K+) than the 

recipient (K-). The declarative sentences adopted by the speaker indicate the speaker 

has absolute information about the topic they are discussing. Speaker is complaining 

to recipient about his ten-year marital life, considering that ten years before and after 

marriage “things have changed a bit,” especially his wife’s attitude to him has 

dramatically altered. Therefore, his declarative syntax serves to inform and complain 

to the recipient. At the same time, the recipient is in the K- state about the 

speaker’s marital status, and he also recognizes that the speaker’s action is 

complaining. He makes use of interrogative syntax to indicate that there is nothing 

to complain about, for the final result is the same, which leads to humor and 

resolves the awkward situation caused by complaints. The following example is 
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similar, too.

(5) There are changing times

(A successful business owner was scolding his lazy son.)

Father: When I was your age, I worked 16 hours a day in this business.

Son: And I appreciate it, Dad. If it hadn’t been for your persistence and hard 

work …I might have had to do that myself.

Declarative sentences show that Father’s mastery of information is absolute, and 

what he presents is that he is more knowledgeable, more diligent, and more 

experienced than his son. The function of declarative sentences is to provide 

information and blame his son. The son knows his father’s intention very well, so 

at the beginning of the dialogue he affirms and praises his father’s efforts, and then 

continues to pave the way for his present state by praising his past behavior, in 

order to achieve the purpose of exchanging responsibility for his own behavior. 

Despite the state of K- for the son, he tries to argue for his own reason in order to 

achieve the effect of humor. Those two English jokes can illustrate the role of the 

declarative sentences in the picture above. Is Chinese cross talk the same?

(6) 《我要改行》I want to change my profession

01  甲：俗话说的好啊，男怕选错行，女怕嫁错郎。

01  Speaker: As the old saying goes, men are afraid of choosing the wrong 

profession and women are afraid of marrying the wrong person.

02  乙：是啊，职业对人来说太重要了。

02  Recipient: Yes, profession is very important.

03  甲：你往这里一站，我就知道你是干什么的了。

03  Speaker: I know what you do when you are standing here.

04  乙：我是干什么的?

04  Recipient: Well, what am I doing?

05  甲：说相声的。

05  Speaker: You are doing crosstalking.

06  乙：废话，卖西瓜的在街口戳着呢。
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06  Recipient: Nonsense, the watermelon salesman is poking at the street corner.

07  甲：选错行了吧。

07  Speaker: You have chosen the wrong profession, haven’t you?

08 乙：啥意思,

08  Recipient: What do you mean?

09 甲：要挣大钱，就要干大买卖。没听说过吗，大老板看见路上一万美元都不

弯腰去捡。

09  Speaker: If you want to make a big fortune, you have to do big business. 

Haven’t you heard a saying that the big boss will never bend down to pick up ten 

thousand dollars on the way?

The speaker’s declarative sentence at the beginning makes a confirmation or 

information that “As the old saying goes, men are afraid of choosing the wrong 

profession and women are afraid of marrying the wrong person” to summarize a 

social phenomenon, that is, everyone should make the right choice and decision, 

which indicates that the speaker is in K+ epistemic domain. At the beginning of line 

02, the recipient responds with “Yes” to express his approval of the speaker’s point 

of view, which shows that he admits that the speaker is in the K + epistemic status, 

and then he adds that “profession is very important”, which upgrades his alignment 

of the speaker. In line 03 the speaker makes another assertion with his own 

background knowledge and the recipient in line 04 pursues his answer by saying an 

interrogative sentence “what am I doing?” The answer comes in line 05 with “You 

are doing crosstalking.” The recipient answers with “nonsense” because the recipient 

thinks that his job is within his epistemic status not the speaker’s by saying that “if 

I am a watermelon salesman, where I should stand is at the street corner”. However, 

the speaker was not convinced with the above conversation, in line 07, he evaluates 

the recipient’s work on the premise of his knowledge background again in order to 

compete for his inferiority in his epistemic domain by saying “You have chosen the 

wrong profession.”The recipient continues to pursue the reason in line 08. As the 

conversation goes on, what the speaker wants to present is that he is in K+ while 
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the recipient is in K- by explaining the reason for why he needs to change his 

profession in line 09.Therefore, the speaker likes to show off his absolute epistemic 

advantages over the recipient. Similar case is also manifested in the context of the 

following example.

(7) 《吹牛》Boasting

01  甲： 我们家是吹牛世家！

01  Speaker: My family is a family of boasters.

02  乙： 我们家还是吹牛专业户呢！

02  Recipient: Then my family is a professional boasting family.

03  甲： 我们家吹牛不纳税。

03  Speaker: My family is boasting with no need of paying tax.

04  乙： 我们家吹牛还不交钱呢！

04  Recipient: Then my family is boasting without paying money at all.

05  甲： 不是吹，我一出生就会上厕所。

05  Speaker: I could go to toilet the moment I was born.

06  乙： 爬着去？

06  Recipient: Went to toilet by crawling?

07  甲：谁刚生下来就会爬呀？

07  Speaker: Who knows how to crawl when he is born?

08  乙： 那怎么去？

08  Recipient: Then how you went to toilet?

09  甲： 床就当厕所了呗！

09  Speaker: The bed serves as the toilet.

10  乙：这叫尿床！

10  Recipient: This is called bed-wetting.

11  甲： 我三个月就会跑。

11  Speaker: I could run when I was 3 months old.

12  乙： 那准是个怪胎！

12  Recipient: You must be a freak.
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“For many domains of knowledge, the epistemic status of the interactants is an 

easily accessed, unquestionably presupposed, established, real and enduring state of 

affairs.” (Heritage, 2013) Usually, the speaker uses declarative sentences to express 

his/her absolute mastery of knowledge, which is absolutely within the speaker’s 

epistemic domain, the recipient admits that he/she is at K- epistemic status, which is 

called epistemic congruence. “Epistemic congruence is expressed when a speaker’ s 

epistemic stance is compatible with their epistemic status relative to some domain 

and some particular other(s). In practice, this involves two interrelated elements: (i) 

epistemic stance indexes epistemic status vis-à-vis the other, and (ii) this stance 

attracts a reciprocal response from the other (Heritage, 2013).” Consequently, a 

congruent epistemic stance can only be achieved through the mutual understanding 

by both sides via turns and sequence. Otherwise, epistemic incongruent will emerge. 

The above example shows that both of the speaker and recipient do not compromise 

for what they each other have known and what they want to do is to fight for the 

epistemic domain; in other words, epistemic incongruence appears during their 

conversation.

4.2 Tag questions

  The syntactic form of tag question has the function of strongly demanding 

approval and response from the recipient, especially when the speaker is in the K+ 

epistemic stance, he/she needs to mobilize support for an assertion. On the contrary, 

when the speaker is in the K- epistemic stance, he/she needs to seek confirmation 

from the recipient. 

(8) Standards of quality

(I was on the road and having trouble with my car, so I pulled into a service 

station just off the highway. I was a little leery about going to a place I don’t 

know, so I watched one of the mechanics work for a while. He was amazing. He 

changed the oil without spilling a drop. He wiped his hands before touching the 
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upholstery, and he pulled the car out of the garage very slowly and carefully. I was 

so impressed that I said to the guy pumping gas.)

I: Boy, your mechanic really does a good job, doesn’t he?

Boss: Why not? It’s his car.

(Iapoce, 1988: 191)

After watching one of the mechanics’ excellent performance duing his work, I 

could not but give him a high appraisal to his boss by saying “your mechanic really 

does a good job,” which demonstrates that “I” have enough evidence to prove that 

the mechanic is meticulous and excellent. Obviously, “I” think this assessment is 

within “my” epistemic domain, therefore, “I” am learning more (K+) than “he” (K-) 

by adding a tag question “doesn’t he?”, whose purpose is to mobilize support for an 

assertion. Boss agrees with the previous evaluation, which he thinks is correct and 

acceptable by saying “why not?” If the conversation is over at the moment, it is 

perfectly matches tag questions and action formation in Table 1, but he adds that 

“it’s his car” to fight for the possession of the epistemic domain, for the boss has 

the absolute right to assess his employees not “I”. In the end, the boss was in K+ 

to mobilize support for “my” assertion and humor appears at the same time.

(9) Character is reflected in actions, not words

A truck driver stopped at a roadside diner to eat. He got a hamburger, a cup of 

coffee, and a piece of pie. As he was about to start eating, three rough-looking guys 

in leather jackets pulled up on motor-cycles and came inside. One grabbed his 

hamburger and ate it. The second one drank his coffee, and the other took his pie. 

The truck driver did not say a word. He got up, paid the cashier, and went out. One 

of the bikers said to the cashier, “He’s not much of a man, is he?” she said, “He’s 

not much of a driver, either. He just ran his truck over three motorcycles.” 

(Iapoce, 1988: 171)

The above example is the same. One of the bikers’ assessment of the truck driver 

is also to mobilize support for an assertion from the cashier by saying “is he?” for 

he thinks that he knows much more than the cashier. However, what the cashier 
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responds not only downgrades his assessment but also change the atmosphere of the 

conversation. Finally, humor emerges silently. Here the tag question is used to omit 

any suggestion that the first assessor is assuming K+ rights simply by ‘going first’.

(10)  《白事会》On funeral

01郭：开一小药房，自个儿跟家，坐台治病，对吗？

01 Speaker: He (the recipient’s father) runs a small pharmacy at home, sits there 

like an escort girl and treats the disease, doesn’t he?

02于：您等会吧您。

02 Recipient: Wait a minute.

03郭：（接着）一样为人民服务。

03 Speaker: (Continuing) serves the people as well. 

04于：行行行！什么呀，都坐台了，还为人民服务哪？坐堂，您知道吗？

04 Recipient: Stop, stop, stop! Why is helike an escort girl and serving the 

people as well? That’s called practicing Chinese medicine, do you know? 

05郭：在家里做糖。

05 Speaker: Making sugar at home. 

06于：哎！

06 Recipient: Hey!

07郭：晚上出去，啊，唱“卖药糖嘞……”

07 Speaker: Goes out in the evening, singing “who wants to buy medicine 

sugar?”

08于：我爸爸卖药糖的呀！

08 Recipient: My father sells medicine sugar.

From a broad interdisciplinary viewpoint, puns and jokes are “both speech play 

and verbal art” (Sherzer, 1985). Puns can be generated with or without intentionality 

both for the speaker and for the hearer. It can be observed that the slip of the 

tongue presents humorous interactional effect. In this part of the cross talk, two 

performers want to depict the profession of the recipient’s father through language 

description. Originally, the speaker wants to describe the job as a doctor sitting in 
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the pharmacy in the past. However, due to the misuse of the word “zuo tai”（坐

台）(working like an escort girl), the effect of humor comes out. According to 

Heritage (2013), “each of these sentences addresses information that is well within 

the epistemic domain of the recipient.” Therefore, the recipient has rights to know 

the above information. However, the relationship of two performers is so intimate 

that they grow up, study and work together from younger age; therefore, some 

details of their family information such as their parents’ career, which can even be 

regarded as a matter of privacy by Westerners, are available to both of them. At the 

beginning of the cross talk, the speaker objectively describes the occupation of his 

partner’s father, in view of his familiarity with that, by using declarative sentences 

plus tag question to indicate that this kind of knowledge is within his epistemic 

domain and what he intends is to seek support for an assertion. In the second and 

fourth lines, the recipient refutes and corrects the slip of the tongue, changing “zuo 

tai”（坐台）(working like an escort girl) into “zuo tang”（坐堂） (working as a 

doctor). In Line 5, the speaker continues to explain what he knows according to his 

epistemic status and in Line 7, he utilizes the homonyms in Chinese to create a pun, 

in which the pronunciation “zuo tang”（坐堂）means either a doctor sitting in a 

pharmacy or a craftsman making sugar. Therefore, the recipient’s father opened his 

own pharmacy and sat in the hall to serve the people; another judgment was that his 

father made sugar at home and went out to sell medicine sugar at night. The pun 

applied here shakes the baggage of the cross talk and produces a humorous effect.

(11) 《论捧逗》On wisecracker and comedy nemesis

01郭：咱们这边（逗哏）趟趟趟趟成本大套，那边（捧哏）哪有什么正经话。

就这么几句话，啊，是啊，我啊，不象话。净这个，你知道吗？

01 Speaker: We wisecrackers have a lot to say on the stage, while comedy 

nemeses have nothing serious but a few words to say, such as ah, yeah, I ah... It’s 

all about these, isn’t it?

02于：哪里净这个啊？

02 Recipient: No, it isn’t.
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03郭：他们没正经话，来回叨叨。来回叨叨，就背这几句，据说啊，咱不是败

坏你，他光背这几句，从七岁背到昨天。

03 Speaker: They don’t say main contents. They talk back and forth, back and 

forth. They only recite those sentences. It is said that, we are not ruining you, what 

they recite is from seven years old until yesterday.

04于：至于吗我？

04 Recipient: Did I?

05郭：可是说实话啊，当年学徒的时候，他学的也是逗哏

05 Speaker: But to be honest, when you were an apprentice, you were only a 

comedy nemesis.

06于：这是实话。

06 Recipient: That’s true.

In this cross talk, the speaker begins to praise him and belittle his partner as soon 

as he comes on the stage. The speaker shows off his important role in cross talk 

performance on the stage, boasting that he was liked by teachers during his 

apprenticeship while the recipient was not. In Line 1, the speaker also adopts 

declarative sentences plus tag question to find mobilizing support for an assertion 

from the recipient, for from a professional point of view, what he said is really the 

authentic situation between the wisecracker and comedy nemesis. During the cross 

talk performance the wisecracker performs and talks a lot while the comedy nemesis 

just echoes or repeats what the wisecracker says. However, the speaker magnifies his 

role infinitely and lessens the counterpart’s position boundlessly; the recipient 

expresses his dissatisfaction and refutation with Line 02. At the beginning of Line 

03, the speaker is still in the K+ state of the epistemic domain. First of all, he 

reduces the degree of exaggeration by saying that “They don’t say main contents.” 

Then he continues to persuade the recipient with what he knows. At the end of his 

turn, the speaker adopts the overstatement again in order to shake off the baggage 

of the cross talk. Although the recipient does not fully accept that, the speaker 

returns to the normal state in the fifth line beginning with “to be honest”. Finally 
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the recipient is sincerely convinced.

4.3 Interrogative syntax

As a scholar who has conducted a constant interest in humor, Eco (1986) stresses 

that the generation of humor is connected with violations of conversational maxims, 

such as the maxim of quantity (make your contribution as informative as required) 

with the following example (Grice, 1975).

A: Excuse me, do you know what time is it? 

B: Yes.                   

(Eco 1986: 273) (quoted from Attardo, 1994)

From the perspective of violations of maxim of manner, Eco also states that it is 

obscurities and ambiguities that constitute humorous effects. However, for the same 

example, different theoretical perspectives lead to different analytical results. From 

the perspective of the relationship between epistemology and behavior (Heritage, 

2013), when the speaker’s epistemic status is in K- position, he/she chooses the 

form of interrogative syntax to convey his/her epistemic stance. The function of 

interrogative syntax is to request for what the speaker intends to know. Therefore, if 

the speaker’s epistemic status is in K+ position, how can we interpret the action 

expressed through interrogative syntax?

(12) Don’t pay attention to flatter

(Two friends who hadn’t seen each other in a while met on the street one day. )

Speaker: What have you done to your hair? It’s terrible, it looks like a wig.

Recipient: It is a wig.

Speaker: Really? You could never tell.     

(Iapoce, 1988: 178)

As one of the common social behaviors in interactional communication, 

interlocutors express their admiration for each other by means of compliments. 

Although Leech (2014) believes that compliment is a social action with strong social 
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attributes, which the recipient can completely ignore or not respond to at linguistic 

level. Since the speaker has not seen the recipient for a long time, what he says at 

the beginning is a compliment or a flatter. If there are no subsequent sentences, the 

occurrence of this sentence will be considered as the speaker in K- position is 

seeking information from the recipient. However, the latter sentences “It’s terrible, it 

looks like a wig” indicate that the speaker has already known the answer, it is not 

necessary to request something from the counterpart. However, the sociality of 

interactional communication requires that both sides of communication hope to 

maintain the continuity of the conversation and smooth communication atmosphere. 

That is why the recipient finally gives a helpless affirmative answer, which results 

in a humorous effect.

(13) Who is the laziest person in your class?

Father: Well, Tom, I asked to your teacher today, and now I want to ask you a 

question. Who is the laziest person in your class?

Tom: I don’t know, father.

Father: Oh, yes, you do. Think! When other boys and girls are doing and writing, 

who sits in the class and only watches how other people work?

Tom: Our teacher, father.

As in the previous example, it is obvious that Father has already known the 

answer to the question by using interrogative sentences, hoping that Tom can tell the 

truth about his behavior in school. The son denies what he knows. Therefore, Father 

continues to pursue an answer through seductive descriptions, hoping that the son 

could admit that the man he said was himself. But once again, in order to avoid 

hurting his face and his own interests, Son chooses to speculate and avoid talking 

about himself skillfully, and in the end points to the teacher. Therefore, humor 

comes into being. Is the humor of Chinese cross talk also engendered in this way?

(14) 《笑与哭》Laughter and Cry

01  甲：老X啊，我问你是笑好还是哭好？

01  Speaker: X, laughter and crying, which one is good?
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02  乙：谁不知道笑比哭好！

02  Recipient: Everyone knows that laughter is better than crying.

03  甲：不见得！

03  Speaker: Not really.

04  乙：怎么不见得？

04  Recipient: Why not?

05 甲：世间最美妙、最激动人的是出生婴儿的第一声啼哭。（学男、女婴

哭）“哇、哇、哇；哇、哇、哇……”

05  Speaker: The most beautiful and exciting thing in the world is the first cry 

of a baby (imitating the crying of a baby).

06  乙：好、好、好，哭吧、哭比笑好！

06  Recipient: Okay, okay, okay. Go on crying, and crying is better than 

laughter.

Contrived intentional humor will rely on a character’s production of an utterance 

and interaction of meaning for the sake of amusing, i.e. entrapping a humorous 

response in the recipient (Dynel, 2016). Interrogative syntax begins the cross talk in 

which at the beginning of the performance the speaker feigns ignorance of the 

question, and he asks the counterpart on purpose. On that level, the action 

performed by the speaker is requiring for information, which makes him in K- 

epistemic status by means of interrogative syntax. The recipient responds with an 

answer everyone knows in order to demonstrate his epistemic superiority (K+). In 

the third line, however, the speaker rebuts by saying “Not really” which upgrades 

his epistemic status and downgrades the counterpart’s, and in the meantime 

pre-informing function is embodied in this turn. The speaker in the next turn hopes 

that the recipient would continue pursuing the answer. Therefore, in the fifth line, 

the speaker dissects a detailed explanation with the imitation of baby crying.In the 

sixth line, the recipient is persuaded by the speaker’s interpretation and admits that 

what the speaker said is correct with a subsequent flurry of agreements.

(15) 《文章会》On articles
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01甲：那个谁……康有为你知道吗？

01 Speaker: Do you know who Kang Youwei is?

02乙：哎，知道知道！康有为，那时候都称为康圣人。 

02 Recipient: Yes, I know, I know! Kang Youwei was called Saint Kang at that 

time.

03甲：对，康圣人，康圣人，康有为尝过、见着过咱这个东西。 

03 Speaker: Yes, Saint Kang, Saint Kang. Kang Youwei has tasted and seen our 

potato.

04乙：是啊！ 

04 Recipient: Yes!

05甲：对，尝见一过！ 

05 Speaker: Yes, he has tasted er seen it.

06乙：是啊！尝过你的山芋吧！

06 Recipient: Yes! He has tasted your potato!

As a famous traditional Chinese cross talk, On articles has been circulating in the 

cross talk circle for more than a hundred years. In this version, the speaker, a potato 

salesman, pretends to be a literati who is ignorant and reckless, constantly boasting 

his profound knowledge of Chinese culture. He flaunts that his article has been read 

by a saint, but as a matter of fact the saint has just eaten his potatoes. The recipient 

acts as a suspicious listener, helping the speaker to push the praise step by step to 

the extreme. Subsequently, the recipient asks the speaker to read the article in 

public. On the contrary, the speaker’s real cultural level contrasts with the previous 

flattery and achieves a comic and humorous effect. After understanding the 

background of this cross talk, we find that the speaker questions him with a 

doubtful attitude. The function of the interrogative syntax “Do you know who Kang 

Youwei is?” is to test the recipient with a known answer question. Therefore, the 

speaker is in K+ position, but the recipient is unwilling to show his uncultured 

appearance, and he continues responding with a series of I-know’s in line 02. The 

speaker continues to challenge his epistemic domain. The recipient has already seen 
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through what the speaker says in the third line with a sincere and profound “yes” 

in line 04. The speaker wants to speak in the tone of a scholar to make up for his 

unreasonable ignorance, but he does not know that the more wrong the usage is 

adopted, the darker the description is.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Current study has shown that not only English humor but also Chinese cross talk 

can be studied through epistemics. The main triggered factors causing the differences 

between English humor and Chinese cross talk are the different epistemic gradients 

the speaker and the recipient are in, in which their epistemic statuses would be 

depicted through their different epistemic stances, i.e. different grammatical syntax. 

After illustration with examples from both English humor and classical Chinese 

cross talk, we can find that it is possible to explain these examples from the 

perspective of epistemics. 

For declarative syntax, when the speaker depicts an information with K+ position, 

his/her main purpose is to notify the recipient of an idea and do not hope the 

recipient to retort or compete for epistemic domain. Otherwise, he/she will be in K- 

position, which his epistemic priority will be challenged by the counterpart and 

his/her epistemic status will be overthrown. For tag questions, the speaker mobilizes 

support for an answer when he/she knows much more than the recipient, i.e. he/she 

has a great advantage in epistemics in terms of epistemic status, which will appear 

in the form of tag questions. Otherwise, he/she will seek more conformation from 

the recipient, showing that he/she knows less and in K- position. For interrogative 

syntax, three epistemic functions (pre-informing question, known answer question, 

and rhetorical question) will be achieved if the speaker is in K+ position, in which 

known answer has been presented in detail in our present study. If the speaker is in 

K- position, he/she will request for information from the recipient, which will not be 
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the scope of our study.

As for the final objectives of social interactions, there are three aspects. Firstly, 

both speakers and recipients compete for epistemic status during interactional 

communication. They will make use of different epistemic stances to show that they 

are really more informative than their counterparts. Only in this way can they 

become the turn-taking people, who direct and govern the whole conversation. 

Secondly, humor is so familiar that many people have already understood it through 

English humor and Chinese cross talk, in which humor is an essential part to be 

launched, organized, generated and digested between the speaker and the recipient. 

Thirdly, the ultimate purpose of humor is to maintain harmonious interpersonal 

relations and social order. 

Our present study depicts the relationship of epistemics and action formation from 

the speaker’s point of view, that is to say, when the speaker’s epistemic status is in 

K+ position, or within the speaker’s epistemic domain, three kinds of epistemic 

stances will be adopted to express his/her knowledge. Further studies should 

investigate the study of the recipient being in K+ position from epistemic field. 

More practical and analytical ways need to be sought in terms with epistemics in the 

future.
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